
 

PHILLIP ISLAND 150TH CELEBRATIONS PLANNING COMMITTEE 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Committee will be responsible for planning and co-ordinating events to be held during the 
Phillip Island 150TH commemorative celebrations of the establishment of European Settlement 
in November 2018. 

The celebrations will celebrate the first release of land for selection in 1868 for European 
settlement. 

The forward planning and co-ordination of the various activities to be undertaken by the 
community takes an enormous amount of time. 

Therefore Council acknowledges the need to commence planning as soon as possible to ensure 
that there is sufficient time for the planning of the Celebrations. 

FUNDING 

The Council will provide some financial assistance towards the celebrations. 

Each organisation undertaking an activity will be responsible for developing, funding and 
undertaking its respective project.  There may be an opportunity for small grants to be available 
to community organisations for activities.   Assistance with marketing and promotion will be 
provided by the Council. 

There may be an opportunity for funding from external bodies to be investigated to assist with 
meeting the cost of the celebrations. 

COUNCIL SUPPORT 

The Council will – 

 Provide administration and organisation of the Committee 

 Co-ordinate funding applications for external sources if available 

 Provide funding towards the project through the Council’s budget to assist with the 
celebrations 

Council’s Arts and Leisure Manager will chair meetings.  The Council will also be represented 
by its Special Event’s Co-ordinator to assist with the on ground assistance and Emergency and 
Risk Management planning. 

 

Terms of Reference 

Phillip Island 150th Celebrations Planning Committee 



 

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 

The Committee’s responsibilities will be to – 

 Identify specific activities or projects which could be undertaken for the celebrations 

 Seek commitment from various community organisations to undertake special activities 
during the celebrations 

 Co-ordinate activities into a program of celebrations undertaken by community 
organisations 

 Identify funding opportunities to assist with financing projects 

 Promote and market the program of celebrations 

TERM 

The appointment of members is for the duration of the planning of celebrations.  However it is 
acknowledged that as the planning will take place over 3 years that there may be a need to 
replace members from time to time. 

The Council has the right to disband the Committee at any time or alter the Committee’s 
responsibilities. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP 

The following organisations shall nominate up to two representatives for appointment to the 
Committee - 

 Phillip Island Historical Society 

 Phillip Island Arts and Culture Committee 

 Cowes Community Committee 

 Phillip Island Business and Tourism Association 

 Phillip Island Nature Park 

Council shall be represented by - 

 Chairperson of the Committee - Arts and Leisure Manager 

 Special Events Co-ordinator 

 Councillors to be appointed annually 

MEETING SCHEDULE 

A meeting schedule will be agreed upon at the first meeting by the majority of members.  Any 
alteration of the date shall be upon the agreement of the majority of members. 

  



 

VOLUNTEER PROTECTION 

Each non-Council member shall complete a Bass Coast Shire Volunteer Form.  The purpose of 
the form is to provide protection to members during Committee meetings and Council 
controlled events. 

WORKING TOGETHER CODE OF CONDUCT 

Committee members shall act in accordance to the Council’s Working Together and Code of 
Conduct Policy.  A copy of the policies are attached to the delegation.  The working together 
and code of conduct policy are really a formality in reminding members of how they are to 
work together and treat each other. 

Should a member of the Planning Committee be found in breach of the provisions of the 
Code of Conduct or Working Together policy, dependent on the severity of the 
breach, will be issued with a written warning. A second breach shall result in instant 
dismissal as a member of the Planning Committee. 
 
Should a breach of either policy be of a severe nature it may result in instant dismissal, 
with no warning issued. 
  



 

Working Together Policy 

 We do not tolerate any forms of:  

 bullying  
 harassment  
 discrimination  
 threatening behaviour  
 sexual harassment  
 equal opportunity breaches.  

You have the right to act as a Council volunteer free from these unacceptable behaviours and 
we all have a responsibility to ensure that this happens.  

Working together is a partnership. It requires everyone to understand and follow the principles, 
procedures and rules.  

Working together gives everyone a fair go. This is what we all expect and deserve. This is good 
for everyone..  

Policy objectives  

The Working Together Policy aims to:  

 stress that non-complying behaviours such as bullying, harassment, sexual harassment, 
violent or threatening behaviours or discrimination will not be tolerated under any 
circumstances  

 promote a Committee that provides fair and equal opportunity to all in accordance with 
equal opportunity principles  

 comply with obligations under Federal and State anti-discrimination laws including the Equal 
Opportunity Act 1995, the Sex Discrimination Act 1984, the Disability Discrimination Act 
1992 and the Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001  

 comply with Council’s obligations under the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 and 
Local Government Act 1989.  

 

Policy statement  

Policy applies to whom?  

The Working Together Policy applies to everyone who is:  

 a customer of Bass Coast Shire Council  
 employed by the Bass Coast Shire Council as an employee  
 engaged by the Bass Coast Shire Council by way of contract  
 elected to the Bass Coast Shire Council as a Councillor  
 a volunteer for the Bass Coast Shire Council  

  



 

Principles  

This policy is based on the principles of professional behaviour and which are expected to be 
displayed by persons employed by, engaged by or elected to the Bass Coast Shire Council.  

Professional behaviour includes:  

 treating everyone with respect, dignity and courtesy  
 being sensitive to different points of view  
 including rather than excluding people because of prejudice  
 moving from “blame” to problem solving as a way of dealing with mistakes  
 open and balanced communication  
 respecting the roles of other  
 valuing diversity – the similarities in differences, and the differences in similarities  
 making decisions based on merit, choosing only because of an ability to do the job  
 remembering the basic courtesies of “please”, “thank you” and “I’m sorry”  
 acknowledging people’s contributions  

Professional behaviour definitely does not include:  

 racial graffiti, comments or jokes  
 any forms of communication with sexual or racial messages  
 crude jokes, gestures and sexual innuendo  
 requests for sexual favours, unwanted sexual attention  
 psychological or physical harassment  
 stereotyping people  
 touching, leering, invading personal space  
 yelling and screaming or deliberately ignoring people, malicious rumours  
 bullying, swearing and physical or psychological threats  
 intimidation or use of strength or power to coerce others by fear, degrading or humiliating 

someone  
 actions or comments that treat someone differently because of their age, physical features, 

disability, religious or political beliefs, industrial activity, marital status, sexual orientation, 
race, sex, pregnancy, carer status or parental status.  

Dealing with breaches of the policy  

If, for any reason, you believe that you or someone else isn’t being treated fairly and 
professionally, or that there is any breach of this Policy then:  

Speak up  

 ask the offender to stop the inappropriate behaviour  
 talk to a reliable friend/colleague, the Arts and Leisure Department or his/her 

representative 

What will happen next?  

The top priority is to get the behaviour stopped. If you haven’t been able to resolve the issue 
yourself through the Committee, the incident will be investigated in a fair, confidential and timely 
manner for all parties.  



 

Unacceptable behaviour will lead to disciplinary action depending on the severity of the incident.  
Members of a Committee will be given one written warning of inappropriate behaviour.  A 
second incident will result in dismissal as a member of a Committee.  Should the incident be of a 
severe nature, disciplinary action may result in instant dismissal as a member of a Committee.  

How are incidents reported?  

Any incidents occurring should be reported and a written incident report completed.  

Incident and Reporting Mechanism 

 Committee member and Committee member report to Arts and Leisure Manager 
or his/her representative 

 Committee member and community member report to Arts and Leisure Manager 
or his/her representative 

Definitions  

Bullying  

Bullying is defined as “repeated, unreasonable behaviour directed toward another person or 
group of persons that creates a risk to health and safety”.  

Unreasonable behaviour is behaviour that a reasonable person, having regard to all the 
circumstances, would expect to victimise, humiliate, undermine or threaten. Behaviour includes: 
actions of individuals or a group; and may involve using a system or work as a means of 
victimising, humiliating, undermining or threatening. Risk to health and safety includes risk to the 
mental or physical health of the employee.  

Types of behaviour that could be considered as bullying are, but not limited to:  

 verbal abuse  
 excluding or isolating others  
 psychological harassment  
 intimidation  
 assigning meaningless tasks unrelated to the position  
 deliberately withholding information that is vital for effective work performance or decision 

making  

Threatening or violent behaviour  

Threatening or violent behaviour may include any incident where a person is physically attacked 
or threatened.  Threat means a statement or behaviour that causes a person to believe they are 
in danger of being physically attacked. Physical attack means the direct or indirect application of 
force by a person to the body of, or to clothing or equipment worn by, another person, where 
that application creates a risk to health and safety.  

  



 

 

Equal Opportunity  

It is against the law to treat any member less favourably because of any one or combination of 
the following personal characteristics:  

 age  
 breastfeeding  
 carer status  
 disability/impairment  
 gender identity  
 industrial activity  
 lawful sexual activity  
 marital status  
 parental status  
 physical features  
 political belief of activity  
 pregnancy  
 race  
 religious belief or activity  
 sex  
 sexual orientation  
 personal association with someone who has, or is assumed to have, one of these personal 

characteristics  

Discrimination  

It is against the law to discriminate. Discrimination is unfair treatment based on a personal 
characteristic protected by law and outlined under the Equal Opportunity definition. It can be 
direct or indirect. Direct discrimination: when treating people differently is unfair. Direct 
discrimination happens when a person treats someone who has one of the personal 
characteristics protected by law less favourably than someone who doesn’t have that personal 
characteristic. Even if the behaviour is unintentional, or the person responsible doesn’t believe 
the treatment is less favourable, it will still be discrimination.  

Indirect discrimination: when treating everybody the same is unfair. In some cases, treating 
everybody the same way will be unfair. This is known as indirect discrimination. Under the law it 
means setting a requirement which:  

 someone with a particular personal characteristic protected by law can’t satisfy  
 a higher proportion of people without that characteristic or with different characteristics 

can satisfy  
 the requirement is not reasonable in all the relevant circumstances  

Sexual Harassment  

It is against the law to sexually harass. A person sexually harasses another person if he or she:  

 makes an unwelcome sexual advance, or an unwelcome request for sexual favours, to the 
other person  



 

 engages in any other unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature in relation to the other person 
in circumstances in which a reasonable person, having regard to all the circumstances, 
would have anticipated that the other person would be offended, humiliated or intimidated.  

 

Conduct of a sexual nature includes:  

 subjecting a person to any act of physical intimacy  
 making, orally or in writing, any remark or statement with sexual connotations to a person 

or about a person in his or her presence  
 making any gesture, action or comment of a sexual nature in a person’s presence.  

 

 Code of Conduct  
Preamble  

Bass Coast Shire Council has developed this Code of Conduct for all employees and persons 
acting on behalf of the Council to reflect the underlying principle that all of its business/service 
provision be conducted legally, ethically and with the highest standards of integrity and 
professionalism to ensure corporate governance standards are upheld.  

The Code of Conduct reflects the corporate values of Council. It establishes the minimum 
standards of behaviour expected from all persons appointed to represent Council.  Bass Coast 
Shire Council’s six values are: Integrity, Respect, Pride, Commitment, Customer Focus 
and Continuous Improvement.  

As employees and/or representatives of the community, we must be responsible and 
accountable for our behaviour, actions and use of public resources.  

The Local Government Act 1989 (Section 95) sets out that Council employees and representatives 
must in the course of their duties -  

 act impartially  

 act with integrity including avoiding real or apparent conflicts of interest  
 accept accountability for results  
 provide responsive service  

Policy objectives  

This Code of Conduct is designed to assist employees/representatives to understand their 
responsibilities and obligations and to provide guidance where an employee/representative is 
faced with an ethical dilemma and/or conflict of interest. The Code covers various areas of 
professional conduct, corporate governance and details the minimum standards of behaviour 
expected from employees.  

Breaches of the Code will be considered as serious misconduct which can involve instant 
dismissal. Breaches will be dealt with in accordance with the disciplinary procedures outlined in 
the Working Together Policy.  



 

 

The Code of Conduct provides a framework upon which employees/representatives of Council are 
required to base their behaviours.  

Personal Behaviour  

Honesty and Integrity  

Employees/representatives will treat all people with whom they have contact in the course of 
their duties with fairness, respect, courtesy and professionalism. Council does not tolerate 
discrimination, sexual harassment, harassment (physical, verbal or written) or bullying in the 
workplace. This behaviour not only breaches the Code of Conduct, but can be unlawful.  

Respect for Others  

Due respect will be shown to each other, to members of the community and to any other 
person who has contact with the Special Committee This includes:  

 acting and being seen to act properly and in accordance with the requirements of the law, 
one’s delegated responsibilities, and the terms of this Code  

 observing the principles of equal opportunity  
 performing duties impartially and to the best of one’s ability  
 refraining from conduct or the use of offensive language that would cause any reasonable 

person offence or embarrassment  
 treating others with the respect that one would expect from any organisation committed to 

quality customer service  

Gifts, Bribery and Offers of Hospitality  

Employees/representatives will not expect, seek or accept (directly or indirectly) any gift, fee, 
reward or benefit for oneself, one’s family or any other person or body for anything done in 
pursuit of one’s delegated duties. It is acceptable for employees/representatives to receive a gift 
within the internal reward and recognition guidelines. Examples being, recognition by Council of 
services, meeting meals and similar.  

Exceptions to this may be for the receipt of gifts of a token or promotional nature where there 
is clearly no suggestion of personal obligation. In some circumstances it may be highly offensive 
to refuse the offer of a gift  

Compliance with Lawful Directions  

Employees/representatives shall obey any lawful instruction given by any person having authority 
to make or give such an instruction, with any doubts as to the propriety of any such instruction 
being taken up with Arts and Leisure Manager or his/her representative.  Any lawful direction 
given will be carried out by the person with the appropriate authority regardless of whether or 
not the person personally agrees with or approves of the direction.  

  



 

 

Fraud  

Employees/representatives must act with integrity at all times and should never engage in 
fraudulent activity of any kind. Examples of fraud include stealing or misusing equipment, cash, 
intellectual property or other property belonging to Council or Special Committee. All incidents 
of fraud will be investigated and, where appropriate, reported to the police for prosecution. 
Council will seek financial recovery of losses in all cases. Civil proceedings will be initiated where 
appropriate.  

Conflict Of Interest  

Employees/representatives must ensure there is no conflict or incompatibility between their 
personal interests, whether pecuniary (relates to money) or non-pecuniary, and the impartial 
fulfilment of their Council and Special Committee duties.  Members of the public need to be 
confident that Council employees/representatives make decisions free of any conflict of interest.  

An employee/representatives has a conflict of interest when they have a personal or private 
interest that might compromise their ability to act in the public interest. A conflict of interest 
exists even if no improper act results from it.  

The Local Government Act 1989 defines the circumstances that give rise to a conflict of interest 
for Council officers and representatives of Council.  In general terms, an 
employee/representatives has a conflict of interest if they have a direct interest in a matter, 
including where they are likely to gain or lose financially or where their residential amenity is 
likely to be directly affected.  

A conflict of interest also exists where an employee/representatives has one or more of the 
following five types of indirect interest:  

 An indirect interest because of a close association with a family member, relative or 
housemate who has a defined interest  

 An indirect financial interest, including holding shares above a certain value in a company 
with a direct interest  

 Having received an applicable gift/s valued at $500 or more from a person with a direct 
interest  

 Being a party to the matter by having become a party to civil proceedings in relation to the 
matter  

 Having a likelihood that there will be an impact on residential amenity  
 If an employee/representatives is in doubt as to whether a conflict exists, they must raise 

the issue with their Manager.  

If a Committee member has a conflict of interest they must disclose the relevant interests to the 
Committee as directed.  


